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RTBU LD 
REPORT TO MEMBERS 

13 FEB 2019      No: 21087 

METRO MEMBERS 
Enterprise Agreement Negotiations  
  
On the 12/2/19 the first Enterprise Agreement negotiations meeting occurred between the RTBU 
and Metro Trains, where Metro put forward their Log of Claims; there is a general claim by Metro 
to remove and reduce all member rights under the current Enterprise Agreement.  
 
Train Driver specific demands by Metro were: 

1. Removal of all categories of rosters at Flinders St and conditions around them 
2. Metro described a group rotation- Drivers will sign on at various depots within 25km radius. 
3. Reduced notification time for change of roster or shifts. 
4. Introduce monthly roster – Metro describes it as a month of nightshift, month of dayshift 

and month afternoon shift, but not necessarily in that order.  
5. Removal of DDO. 
6. Compulsory overtime in peak period as determined by Metro 
7. Removal of public holiday credit if you’re not rostered to work.  
8. Removal of train Driver course and training period to qualify as a Driver and ability to train 

anyone to whatever standards Metro chooses. 
9. Removal of all reference to Schedule 1 (Drivers) which contains all rostering conditions, 

training and current work practices, and time allocation or various Drivers tasks.  
10. Multiple running on one line determined by Metro 
11. Metro mentioned reintroduction of territories from 5 to 10. Metro was evasive when 

pressed for details.  
 

The older Drivers will be aware of most of Metro’s claims not being new! But Metro’s claim to 
remove the Driver Training course fits in with them wishing to introduce a Train Operator at a 
reduced rate of pay via Pakenham East.  
 
The Locomotive Division remains committed to protecting your work conditions and pay rates. 
This will be a long and difficult process but Train Drivers will prevail if 

we remain unified. 
 
If you have any questions please contact this office or myself.  
 
Marc Marotta       
Secretary    
0414 897 314     
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